
Little is more important for college-bound high 

school seniors than getting into the university 

of their choice. Technically minded students 

attending Ontario High School in Mansfield, Ohio, 

USA, have a distinct advantage in this quest.

Like most public schools, Ontario High strives to 

give students access to the highest technologies, 

but funding is always a challenge. Many schools 

in this position just make do with what they 

have. They rely on teachers to tell students 

about emerging technologies that are changing 

business and industry rather than let them 

experience it. 

This just isn’t good enough for Ontario High 

computer drafting students. For a proper 

education, the school believes it’s essential 

to recreate an educational environment that 

faithfully simulates the real-world workplace, 

where designs undergo numerous iterations, 

become prototypes, and are further refined 

before ultimately becoming products you can 

hold in your hand. After overcoming some 

financial obstacles, that’s exactly what the school 

has created, giving students priceless experience 

for the workforce and higher education.

Challenge
Access to High Tech Equipment 
Essential to Design Training

Ontario High is no different than other cash-

strapped school districts – except for the fact 

that computer drafting instructor Bruce Weirich 

and the business community found a creative 

way to overcome the financing obstacle for 

advanced technology. 

In 2006, Weirich, a former high school football 

coach, attended a workshop in Columbus, OH, 

and discovered his former starting quarterback 

rapt by a “3D printer” in action. After a hearty 

reunion, Weirich immediately recognized 3D 

printing’s power to close that long-incomplete 

design-to-production circle, calling 3D CAD 

software and 3D printing a “match made in 

heaven.”

A 3D printer is an output device for 3D CAD 

data in the same way that a 2D printer is an 

output device for the words and pictures on your 

computer screen. The primary difference is that a 

3D printer outputs three-dimensional models and 

prototypes in composite material. 3D printing is 

■    Ontario High School  – A 500-student 
high school in Mansfield, Ohio, USA, 
50 miles north of Columbus

■  Challenge – Giving students all     
possible advantages for success in 
higher education and career

■  Solution - Using the Z Corp. Spectrum 
ZTM510 color 3D printer to enhance 
students’ design education

■  Results 

• Priceless real-world training

• ‘Closing the loop’ by letting students 
hold in their hands the objects 
they’ve designed on their computers.

• Giving students distinct advantages 
in higher education admissions and 
hiring

• Inspiring students to go further 
in fields like mechanical design,        
architecture and computer graphics  

• Quick, one-build production of 3D 
physical models for an entire class  

• Better community understanding of 
public projects like the school district 
bus garage  

• Valuable business experience for 
   students who are producing          

prototypes for auto industry suppliers  

“Students get an idea, sketch 
it out, develop it in Rhino, 
animate it, print it, and then 
hold it in their hands. Until 
then it’s all conceptual, 
virtual and 2D. Completing 
the circle is important ― 
it turns kids on”  

                – Bruce Weirich
 Computer Drafting Instructor
 Ontario High School
 Mansfield, Ohio, USA

Ontario High School
‘3D Printing’ brings design full circle for 
Ohio high school students
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